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VFG WEAPON CARE NO. 1:
BECAUSE AN ACCURATE HIT IS NOT A COINCIDENCE
Whether shooting for hunting or sport, cleaning and care of the
gun is a part of the game. Cleaning and care should therefore
demand as little time as possible.
The assumption that a gun barrel cleans itself with the famous
“cleaning shot” is false, unless the gun is, indeed, only intended to
shoot but not with great accuracy. For accuracy, the bore should
be free from powder residues, metallic deposits and even corrosion. If the accuracy of a weapon – and thereby its value – is to be
maintained, it must be cleaned and preserved regularly.

VFG rifle cleaner cleaner – a pure natural product

Calibre-precise cleaning

»	Felt is a natural product and does not contain any chemical
substances.

You want only the best for your gun. VFG Weapon Care is the only
system that enables a cleaning suited to the calibre for all common calibres. Thus we achieve a maximum cleaning efficiency.
Our rifle cleaners COMFORT and INTENSIVE are especially suited
for cleaning depending on the level of dirt accumulation. The rifle
cleaner made of wool felt supports cleaning effects in optimal
form.

»	Felt is a textile product and is therefore harmless, gentle and
effective for guns.

»	It is stable in shape but still elastic and is stamped precisely in
modern process. This results in a brush-type surface made of
numerous fibre tips on the punched section, which provides an
optimal cleaning effect due to stamping matched to the calibre
and corresponding contact pressure.
»	It is extremely absorbent and holds its fibre structure including
all the dirt particles and this removes them from the barrel. The
excellent absorbency even helps in absorption and storage of
liquids (e.g. oil, solvents) and polishing paste etc.

All the systems have a common feature in that cleaning, conservation and de-oiling of the barrel are done with wool felt
elements. VFG rifle cleaners made of high-quality wool felt are
manufactured from natural sheep’s wool fibres with viscose.

»	As a carrier for polishing agents, it helps in cleaning the metallic
surfaces to a bright polish.
Versatile care system
VFG weapon care offers a unique and highly professional care and
cleaning system for all types of air/CO2 weapons and firearms. In
this case, we have always been guided by the principle that the
cleaning equipments and elements must be simple and comfortable to handle, highly effective and must not result in any
damages to the gun.
As a result, we developed our versatile care system consisting of
»	Rifle cleaner in COMFORT and INTENSIVE design
»	Suitable cleaning rods with additional adapters

The Original - Made in Germany

»	Handy Pocket Sets

Ever since we established VFG Weapon Care in 1970, we are
working continuously on the development and improvement of
our unique system. In addition to our experience spanning few
decades, our success is characterised by our expertise in wool felt
manufacturing with highest quality and depth of value addition.
Last but not the least, our globally renowned brand provides best
conditions for highest precision.

»	Various accessories/extras
Different guns – one system: VFG

AIR/CO2 WEAPONS

RIFLES

CALIBRE 4-4.5 MM / GALLERY RIFLES

SHOTGUNS
HANDGUNS

VFG RIFLE CLEANER:
COMFORT AND INTENSIVE
In addition to cleaners made of wool felt – VFG rifle cleaner
Comfort – VFG also developed a special rifle cleaning felt with
additional insert made of brass fibres – namely VFG rifle cleaner
INTENSIVE.

With the VFG rifle cleaner INTENSIVE you can be assured that this
will penetrate deep into the grooves of the rifle due to its optimal
bore size, material thickness and elasticity, absorbs dirt particles
thanks to its porous surface structure and dirt – unlike brushes
which only cause “rough spots and scratches” in the barrel.

We recommend VFG rifle cleaner COMFORT for mild dirt accumulations or for oiling and de-oiling. VFG rifle cleaner INTENSIVE
makes the whole cleaning far easier in case of heavy dirt accumulations or deposits.
The rifle cleaner INTENSIVE combines the advantages of VFG rifle
cleaner COMFORT made of wool felt with that of bronze brush or
steel wool and is therefore every abrasive, elastic and absorbable.
The rifle cleaner INTENSIVE guarantees even more efficient cleaning of the inner sides of the barrel or even cartridge chambers
in revolver cylinder. As a result, it frees you from using cleaning
brushes, steel wool or similar severely abrasive cleaning tools.

VFG CLEANING RODS
Calibre 4-4.5mm / Gallery rifle
Rifles and handguns
The cleaning rods are made of stainless steel with non-slip
and ergonomic polyamide handle. This contains two maintenance-free, light-running ball bearings so that the VFG barrel
cleaner screwed onto the adaptor can follow the grooves inside
the barrel during the cleaning process.

Depending on the use, we recommend 1-piece or 3-piece cleaning
rod. The 1-piece are better from the stability viewpoint due to their
one-piece design – on the other hand, three-piece rod is convincing
due to its compact design e.g. when you are travelling. The threepiece design is universal for long and short-barrelled guns and
therefore offers additional benefit.

Calibre 4-4.5mm / Gallery rifle

Rifles

1-piece for handguns
1-piece for long guns

Art. 66802 = 280 mm wipe length
Art. 66801 = 740 mm wipe length

Handguns
1-piece calibre .22-6.5 mm
1-piece from on calibre 7mm

Art. 66892 = 230mm wipe length
Art. 66896 = 230mm wipe length

Shotguns
The two-piece shotgun cleaning rod is made of solid aluminium
and guarantees optimum stability. A thread provides a seamless
joint of the individual parts and thus ensures that the assembly
is solid.
The parts of the rod are equipped with 9/32’’ screw thread to
accept the conventional commercial cleaning elements. This shotgun cleaning rod can also be used as a cleaning and/or ramrod for
muzzle loading guns.
2-part calibre 12+16+20 Art. 66897 = 900mm wipe length

1-piece calibre 22-6.5mm
3-piece calibre .22-6.5mm
1-piece from on calibre 7mm
3-piece from on calibre 7mm

Art. 66889 = 900mm wipe length
Art. 66890 = 880mm wipe length
Art. 66893 = 910mm wipe length
Art. 66894 = 880mm wipe length

VFG ADAPTOR

BORE CLEANING COMPOUND

VFG adaptor is available in various designs for all VFG cleaning
rods, even for cleaning rods of other brands with European and
American thread.

We recommend regular cleaning with VFG bore cleaning
compound for heavy dirt
accumulations. The compound
can be used if there are heavy
metallic deposits.

spike

sharp edged
wood-screw
thread

sloping
shoulder

metric, English
or US thread

Metric thread for the knurled nut when using VFG shotgun cleaners

PRECISION IN HANDY FORM:
VFG POCKET SETS
Firearm Pocket Set
Suitable for all rifle and shotgun calibres. In spite of compact
design, the Pocket Set offers a rich inner life. A plastic-covered
steel wire (the flexible “cleaning rod”) and a grip disc are part of
the set.
Match Set Pocket
For CO2 and air guns. The Pocket Set is especially designed for use
even on delicate weapons, so that it cannot cause any damage to
high-precision match weapons.
The Pocket Sets from VFG:
Operation is quick and simple: push the wire through the barrel,
fix the barrel cleaner on the adaptor and pull the wire through
the barrel with the help of the grip disc. Repeat this procedure
three or four times – and you are done. Oiling and de-oiling
works the same way.

Firearm Pocket Set: Calibre .22 - 12 Art. 167292
Match Set Pocket: Calibre 4-4.5mm Art. 167291

VFG QUICK CLEANING PELLETS
WANT TO CLEAN CO2- AND AIR GUNS?
We recommend cleaning of the barrel immediately after shooting and to preserve it with weapon grease protection film, so
that there will not be any formation of condense water and flash
rust.
VFG quick cleaning pellets are compact and are available in all
the usual calibres. Their diameter is such that they fit tightly in
the barrel of your gun. When the weapon is fired, the pressure
in the gun and acceleration of the felt pellet cause it to shrink in
length. This increases its pressure on the wall of the barrel and
it follows the rifling. This ensures that every part of the barrel is
reliably cleaned.
In order to prevent fibre particles remaining in the barrel, we recommend that you insert a pointed lead pellet behind the quick
cleaning pellet and shoot the two together.
ATTENTION: when shooting with VFG quick cleaning pellet, ensure a secure bullet stop.
A “pellet shot” can be damaging even from a short distance!

WHICH VFG RIFLE CLEANERS TO USE FOR DIFFERENT CALIBRES?
COMFORT

INTENSIVE

66792 / 66793

CALIBRE

ALSO SUITABLE FOR CALIBRES

4,5/.177

4,5/.177

66796

5,5/.22

5,5/.22

86817

.20

.20

66798

.25

.25

66800

66799

4-4,5 mm

4 mm M 20, 4 mm Randzünder, .17 Rem

66813 / 66814

668217 / 66808

.22

.22 lfb, .22 kurz, .22 WMR, .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .224, 5,6

66818 / 66819

66827 / 66829

6 mm

.243 Win., 6,35 mm

66823 / 66824

66828 / 66841

6,5 mm

.264 Win. Mag., 25 - 06, .257 Roberts

66833 / 66834

66831 / 66849

7 mm

.280 Rem., .284 Win., .270 Win.

66843 / 66844

66837 / 66851

7,5 mm

7,5 Suisse, 7,62 mm, 30.06, .300 Win. Mag., 300 SAVAGE, 30. Rem.,
308 Win., 7,65 mm 7,64 Para, 32 S&W

66853 / 66854

66838 / 66839

8 mm

.32 Rem., 338 Win. Mag.

66863 / 66864

66847 / 66861

66842 (Revolve)

66848 (Revolve)

9,3 mm

.380 Long Rifle, 9 mm kurz, 9 mm Para, .38 Spezial, .357 Mag., 9 mm Luger

66868 / 66869

66872 66881

.375

.375 H & H Mag.

66873 / 66874

66859 / 66883

10,3 mm

.40

66877 / 66878

66857 / 66880

.44

.44 Mag

66879 / 66887

66867 / 66886

66862 (Revolve)

66884 (Revolve)

.45

.45 ACP, .45 Colt, .45 Auto Rim, .458 Win. Mag.

66922 / 66924

66925 / 66927

12

12

66928 / 66930

66931 / 66933

16

16

66934 / 66936

66937 / 66939

20

20

.44/.45

.44/.45

66954 (Muzzle loader sealing wads)

VFG products follow a system:
Always find the correct item with the help of colour code.

VFG EXTRAS
Practical aids for cleaning and during hunting:

CO2- and air guns
Calibre 4-4.5mm/Gallery rifle
Rifles and handguns
Calibre .22 - .50
Shotguns
Calibre 12+16+20
Revolver
Calibre .357/.38/9 mm and .45
VFG EXTRAS (Accessories)

CONTACT:
Jutta Haas // Product Manager
Phone +49 7322 144-160
jutta.haas@vfg.de
Gabriela Haase // Sales
Phone +49 7322 144-113
gabriela.haase@vfg.de

FELT CUSHIONS
MAGNETIC FELT CLAMPS

RIFLE SUPPORTS
OILED FELTS FOR EXTERNAL USE

WEAPON MATS

OILS AND LUBRICANTS

INNOVATIVE TOGETHER
As member of FFF group, The Vereinigte Filzfabriken AG is active
in a group of companies that share a passion: non-woven materials and felts!
The group has experience in more than 80 industries globally. As
system supplier in the non-woven materials domain, we are the
pioneers in the development of intelligent and technical fabric
solutions.
Furthermore, we have global reputation as the largest manufacturer of wool felts.
For more information visit: WWW.FFF-GROUP.DE

Phone +49 7322 144-0
Fax
+49 7322 144-246
info@vfg.de
www.vfg.de
www.weaponcare.com
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Giengener Weg 66
89537 Giengen // Germany

NEVER FELT BETTER

